VEHICLE

DISABLED?

CALL NAC FLEET RESCUE

Available 24 hours a day!

Your Fleet Management has selected Fleet Rescue to provide you with:
- towing
- jump starts
- tire change
- lockouts
- fuel and water delivery
- mechanical first aid

Fleet Rescue will provide you with the needed service, and with no cash outlay from you.

FLEET RESCUE INSTRUCTIONS
To get service anytime day or night:

- Carefully follow the instructions on the reverse side of this card.
- Accurate information about the location of your disabled vehicle will enable our service operator to locate your vehicle promptly and expedite the rendering of service.

Keep these instructions with the vehicle at all times
If possible, stay with your vehicle until Fleet Rescue service arrives.
If the vehicle is to be towed unattended, please leave the keys inside.

HOW TO CALL NAC FLEET RESCUE

1. Prepare for call:
- License plate # 
- Your organization’s vehicle ID # (if applicable)
- Vehicle description:
  - year 
  - make 
  - model 
  - color 
- Vehicle’s exact location:
  - street address 
  - cross street/ off-ramp 
  - direction travel 
  - phone number from which you are calling

2. Call NAC for road service:
(800) 356-9316

3. Give your NAC account number:
Voyager Card Number

From WA Dept of Enterprise Services
Having issues with the purchase going through?
(1) Inform the Rep you are a Voyager Customer from the State of WA.
(2) Ask to speak to a Supervisor.